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Summary of our partnership
2013 – 2018

The National Trust is delighted to celebrate six years of support from
players of People’s Postcode Lottery, awarded through Postcode Culture
Trust and Postcode Earth Trust. Since 2013, you have donated an
incredible £1,475,000 and have become one of the National Trust’s most
generous private donors.
The National Trust was founded in 1895 on the simple
and enduring idea that we all need historic, beautiful
and natural places – for our relationships, our spirit and
our wellbeing. Since 2013, more than 110 million people
have visited our properties and we estimate in excess of
1 billion people have visited our coast and countryside,
demonstrating how much people continue to enjoy and
value historic, beautiful and natural places today.

Thank you!

Our partnership continued in 2015, with support being
directed towards Heritage Open Days for the first time;
celebrating the shared ethos and synergy between
England’s biggest free festival of history and culture,
and People’s Postcode Lottery. We both place local
communities and individuals at the heart of everything
we do, bringing people and communities together to
make a meaningful and lasting contribution to public
life. This shared purpose has enabled us to achieve great
things together.

of our ambition to restore a healthy, beautiful natural
environment we have delivered six nature conservation
projects across England and Wales, enhancing our land
management and enabling habitats and wildlife to
thrive.

A huge thank you from all of us here at the National Trust to the players and staff at People’s
Postcode Lottery – past and present - for your unwavering and growing commitment to our
cause. We are delighted to share in this report some of the highlights of the impact of your
support over the last six years, and look forward to a bright future for our partnership in 2019
and beyond.

Hilary McGrady, Director-General
4

Players’ support for the National Trust commenced
with £100,000 in 2013 and 2014 towards five urgent
priority conservation projects at National Trust
properties. Funding enabled us to restore, conserve and
interpret key items in our collection, engage visitors
with their importance and make them accessible for
700,000 visitors to these properties annually.

Phase 2: Heritage Open Days
£525,000

Protecting the nation’s heritage for ever, for everyone
is a huge undertaking which requires dedicated staff, an
innovative approach and substantial financial resources.
In an increasingly competitive funding landscape,
support from players of People’s Postcode Lottery
has become an important part of the National Trust’s
funding mix. The long-term and flexible nature of the
support offered by players, and the trust placed in us as
an organisation to direct funding to the projects where
it is needed the most, is truly refreshing.
Our partnership has delivered significant and lasting
impact. With players’ support, our properties have
been able to restore and engage visitors with key
items within their collections, and to confirm the first
Rembrandt in the National Trust’s ownership. Heritage
Open Days has evolved from simply opening doors for
free to delivering dynamic events and experiences that
connect local people more deeply with the heritage on
their doorstep and strengthen communities. As part

Phase 1: Priority property
conservation projects £200,000

With sustained support from 2015–2018, Heritage Open Days has gone from strength to strength

Thank you
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With long term and increasing support, Heritage Open
Days has expanded from simply opening doors for
free to delivering dynamic events and experiences
that connect local communities more deeply with the
heritage on their doorstep and strengthen community
cohesion. Thanks to players’ support, the Heritage
Open Days national team has developed and grown,
enabling us to offer more to our organisers and create
a broader, more diverse festival. It has given us the
confidence to plan for the future, thinking strategically
and boldly about how we can develop further and
enabled us to become a more respected player and
stronger voice in the heritage sector.

Phase 3: Heritage Open Days and
Land, Outdoors and Nature
£750,000
2018 marked a new and exciting phase of our
partnership, with an award of £750,000 exceeding the
awards of the preceding five years combined!
Increased support for Heritage Open Days enabled the
festival to expand across eight days (double the usual)
– a move which proved so successful it will run for ten

consecutive days in 2019. A second Unsung Stories
arts project was commissioned, utilising cutting-edge
technology to celebrate 25 extraordinary, contemporary
women, and our core resources continued to develop
and grow. In 2019, as we celebrate 25 years of Heritage
Open Days and cement Unsung Stories as part of
our core offer with a third innovative arts project, we
have a five year strategy in place and are on the cusp
of undertaking an exciting rebrand. Players’ support
remains critical to enabling us to grow and increase the
festival’s impact, and realise its huge potential for social
and community good.
2018 also saw significant investment by players in
nature conservation on National Trust land for the first
time, contributing to our urgent appeal to acquire new
land at the White Cliffs of Dover and supporting vital
infrastructure, equipment and nature conservation
activity across six project sites, which will deliver longterm benefit for people and nature. We are incredibly
excited about the prospect of continuing to partner
with People’s Postcode Lottery in 2019 and beyond
to establish a multi-year programme of work that will
support the step-change needed to achieve our vision
of creating and restoring 25,000 hectares of Priority
Habitat on National Trust land by 2025.

The National Trust and People’s Postcode Lottery: Impact report 2013 – 2018
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Partnership project sites
1
2

Great Saloon Axminster Carpet,
Stourhead, Wiltshire

3

Sir Jacob Astley’s Buff Coat and
Doublet, Seaton Delaval Hall,
Northumberland

4

Merryweather steam-powered
fire-extinguishing water pump,
Penrhyn Castle, Gwynedd

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
6

Rembrandt Revealed, Buckland
Abbey, Devon

Eightfold screen and pair of chests,
Osterley House, Greater London
Heritage Open Days Head
Quarters, Grosvenor Gardens,
London
Halesworth, Suffolk participated
in Heritage Open Days for the first
time in 2015, creating an innovative
and collaborative partnership with
nearby Felixstowe
Winchester, Hampshire, developed as a
focal hub of activity, increasing from 8
events in 2015 to 105 in 2018
Liskeard, Cornwall, increased its events
from 6 to 18 between 2015 and 2018, with
a new ‘Liskeard Unlocked’ programme

14

Gilbert and Gordon, Then All The
World Could See How in Love We Are,
Oswestry: Unsung Stories LGBTQ
commission
The Turing Trial, Regina v Turing and
Murray, Knutsford: Unsung Stories
LGBTQ commission

15

Carly Jayne Jones statue unveiled at
Hanbury Hall: Unsung Stories put her
forward commission

16

Christine Burns statue unveiled at
Manchester Central Library: Unsung
Stories put her forward commission

17

Acquiring and protecting threatened
chalk grasslands at the White Cliffs
of Dover

13

18
19

High Brown Fritillary – Heddon and
Beyond, Heddon Valley, North Devon

3

20
21

Reviving Pembrokeshire’s coastal
slopes

20

10

Reconnecting Wild Sussex –
bats in the landscape

Meadow restoration on the
Durham coast

22

Since 2013, players of People’s Postcode Lottery have supported projects
across the length and breadth of England and Wales. With Heritage Open Days
delivering events at more than 5,000 sites each year, it’s simply not possible
to list them all, but the below map provides a number of key highlights and
focal locations.

16
14

4
13

7

15
21

611

Woodside Green wood pasture
restoration, near Hatfield Forest, Essex

In 2016 we challenged more than
500 churches, towers and cathedrals
to participate in our bell ringing
partnership, including St James,
Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria

Priority property conservation
2013 and 2014

Joe Meek - 304 Holloway Road:
Unsung Stories LGBTQ commission

Heritage Open Days
2015-2018

From Wivenhoe, With Love: Unsung
Stories LGBTQ commission

Land, Outdoors and Nature
2018
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Our partnership in numbers
2013 – 2018

Property conservation projects

Since 2013 players of People’s Postcode Lottery have awarded a fantastic
£1,475,000 to the National Trust, enabling us to deliver projects across
England and Wales. Our first award from People’s Postcode Lottery in
2013 was for £100,000 and in 2018 we received a staggering £750,000,
highlighting the huge growth in our partnership in just six years. Here are
just some of our highlights…

4,147,000

0
4,0

Heritage
Open Days

13
20

400,000

100,000
0

14
20

15
20
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16
20

175,808
volunteers

2,569,000

7,934
organisers

17
20

1
Rembrandt
self-portrait
confirmed!

21,253
free
events

2 innovative
Unsung
Stories arts
commissions

530 themed
events!

4

during
Heritage
Open Days
festivals

over
20 days

5

year strategy
developed

Heritage Open Days
has added a staggering
£45m+ to local
economies since 2015

Land, Outdoors and Nature
320
volunteers

2,569,000

3,043,000

0
00
,00

0
8

1,0

Delivered projects
with a total value of
more than £2million
across England
and Wales!

3,043,000

0
00
,00
3,0
00
,00

Property
conservation
projects

2,0

£200,000

Number of beneficiaries

Land,
Outdoors
and Nature

3,441,000

£450,000

properties receive
over 700,000 visits
per year

Heritage Open Days

12 million
people to
the festival

More than 13.7 million people have
been engaged with projects, places
and events supported by players
00
,00

£825,000

5

high-priority
conservation
projects completed
to safeguard the
nation’s most
important pieces of
heritage

8 nature
engagement
events

18
20

given 3,663
hours or 488
working days
of their time

engaged
600+
people

to 6
nature
projects

equipment
purchased
saved 1,500
man hours in
Heddon Valley

223 hectares of
Priority Habitats
improved!
63 staff recevied
new nature
conservation
skills training

installed 10 miles of fencing to allow livestock to graze and improve biodiversity
The National Trust and People’s Postcode Lottery: Impact report 2013 – 2018
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Property Conservation 2013 – 2014

Priority property
conservation
The National Trust cares for places of historic interest and natural beauty throughout England, Wales and Northern
Ireland, for ever, for everyone. Today, we are one of Europe’s leading conservation charities. We own over 780 miles
of coastline, 250,000 hectares of land and more than 350 historic houses as well as gardens, ancient monuments
and nature reserves. It is our responsibility to care for these places in perpetuity.

5

Stabilising the Merryweather steam-powered fireextinguishing water pump at Penrhyn Castle (£30,000)
secured the future of the only large industrial object at
Penrhyn Castle. Players’ support enabled vital repairs,
whilst providing improved environmental controls that
ensured it could be safely displayed once more.

Exciting investigations at Buckland Abbey (£100,000)
led to the astounding confirmation of our first ever
Rembrandt painting. Funding also supported the
conservation of the painting and an exhibition at
Buckland Abbey about the painting’s significance and
the re-attribution process.

2

Penrhyn Castle’s wonderful Merryweather steam-powered fire-extinguishing water pump
glistens in the sunshine

Rembrandt Revealed

The Trust’s first ever Rembrandt takes pride of
place at Buckland Abbey, thanks to players’
generous support

Players’ early support for the National Trust delivered critical conservation and restoration work, securing the
future of five historic items within their respective collections and making them accessible for the more than
700,000 people who visit these properties annually – Thank you!

1

Merryweather fire pump

Sir Jacob Astley’s Buff Coat

3

The Great Saloon carpet

Cleaning and conserving the oldest original carpet
in the Great Saloon at Stourhead (£35,000), which
was rescued by servants during a devastating fire in
1902. This magnificent, rare and original 19th century
Axminster carpet received a new lease of life thanks to
players’ support.

4

Osterley’s Forgotten Architect

An exquisite eightfold screen and pair of chests at
Osterley House were painstakingly restored (£20,000)
and subsequently showcased in the exhibition ‘The East
India Company: Osterley’s Forgotten Architect’.
10
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Sir Jacob Astley’s Buff coat, painstakingly conserved for future generations to enjoy

Conservation of Sir Jacob Astley’s Buff Coat and
Doublet at Seaton Delaval Hall (£25,000) preserved an
important piece of the collection which illustrates the
history of a key Royalist Commander of Charles I.

Engaging audiences with practical conservation and players’ support
The National Trust provides access to extraordinary
places and believes that conservation should always
work hand in hand with access. We seek to improve and
deepen the enjoyment and understanding of built and
natural heritage amongst the widest possible audiences.
Players’ support enabled us to engage and inspire
visitors with the significance of our collections and
the conservation processes involved.

For example, at Osterley House, the conservation work on
the lacquer screen and chests was undertaken in situ in
the Breakfast Room, complemented by special ‘behind the
scenes’ tours and a talk on the project
At Penrhyn Castle, work on the Merryweather fire pump
was carried out in the property’s Railway Museum by
a specialist metal conservator, undertaking work and
interacting with visitors.

The National Trust and People’s Postcode Lottery: Impact report 2013 – 2018
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Heritage Open Days 2015 – 2018

Heritage Open Days
Heritage Open Days…
in a nutshell
Co-ordinated by the National Trust and supported by
players of People’s Postcode Lottery, Heritage Open
Days is a unique, mass participation festival, which
brings local communities and individuals together
to share and celebrate the culture and history that
matters to them.
Each September, thousands of places – from medieval
palaces to working factories and underground tunnels
– open to the public, free of charge. Some are never
normally open, others – cinemas, theatres, archives,
museums – reveal areas that usually remain behind
locked doors. Tales are told, traditions explored
and histories brought to life. Heritage Open Days
is a once-a-year opportunity for millions of people to
discover the hidden stories and cultural treasures on
their doorstep.

‘A most worthwhile exercise in improving community
cohesion and showing off our beautiful building’
Organiser, Leicester Hebrew Congregation

Heritage Open Days, like People’s
Postcode Lottery, is all about
connecting and activating local
communities and places. We empower
thousands of people to curate and
create their own heritage and enable
millions to access the rich and
fascinating history and culture that
exists in every corner of this country.
Support since 2015 has enabled the festival to break
new ground in diverse ways. In 2018, the festival
was delivered across two weekends for the first time.
Our first festival-wide theme, Extraordinary Women,
delivered a fantastic response, with over 500 events
happening across the country, laying the foundations
for 2019’s People Power. Our Unsung Stories arts
project, put her forward, drew unprecedented national
media coverage, in print and radio. Heritage Open
Days is engaging with increasingly diverse communities
– in 2018, buildings from the six main religions all
opened their doors to welcome those who might not
otherwise ever set foot inside.

Since 2015, more than 21,000 events and venues have opened their doors for free, from traditional ‘heritage’ sites such as factories and archives, to
vineyards and natural heritage sites.

12
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Psychotherapist and self-defined ‘accidental campaigner’
Dr Leyla Hussein stands alongside her statue, created by
Unsung Stories 2018

England’s largest free festival of history and culture

An exciting cultural shift, made
possible with players’ support
Heritage Open Days is a festival in transition;
moving from its original focus as a celebration of
architecture and buildings, to a more events-based
festival, welcoming families and visitors of all ages and
backgrounds. Live performance, art exhibitions,
walking trails, interactive workshops and spoken
word events are now embedded in the Heritage Open
Days programme, with organisers creating new and
innovative happenings each year.

Going forward, the promise of a secure future
has enabled us to develop a five year strategy that
will engage wider audiences, and create stronger
connections between local people and the diverse
heritage that surrounds them. Our robust evaluation
shows that the process of engaging the broadest
audience has already begun; our message, that
heritage belongs to everyone, is beginning to be
heard.

Players’ support has enabled us to align the festival
with the National Trust’s public programming, widening
the scope for more unusual and imaginative ways to
celebrate local heritage, and our innovative Unsung
Stories strand has quickly become a central pillar
of the festival. Moving to a more events-based
model delivers on what our organisers and visitors
repeatedly tell us they want, and the result is a festival
that has become a platform for socially-engaged and
culturally exciting programmes.

Although Heritage Open Days has been opening doors for free since 1994, players’ sustained support since 2015 has seen a move towards a more eventsbased festival, celebrating a broader and more diverse range of stories.

The National Trust and People’s Postcode Lottery: Impact report 2013 – 2018
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Heritage Open Days 2015 – 2018

Direct impact

Capability
Players’ long-term and increasing support has enabled us to invest time and resource in
improving the services we offer to organisers, and to significantly increase our social media
reach and resources.

Heritage Open Days is a core part of delivering the National Trust’s cause and
charitable purpose, enabling us to engage with new audiences. It is a key
player in the wider heritage sector, supports engaged local ecologies and both
builds support for, and redefines perceptions of heritage.

Since 2015 we have:

The fascinating Grade II listed Lovelace Mausoleum, built in the unique Lovelace architectural style that
dominates East Horsley and celebrated in a new collaboration between Heritage Open Days and award
winning photographer, Matt Emmett of Forgotten Heritage

Sustained support from players has enabled Heritage
Open Days to increase its capacity year on year, with
the number of events, organisers and volunteers all
increasing significantly since 2015.
Staff capacity has steadily increased; in 2015, the
Heritage Open Days national team consisted of three
full-time staff and one part-time consultant, responsible
for PR. In 2018, there were four full-time staff, increased
hours for the PR consultant, and a second, parttime PR consultant. The growing team has afforded
more time to focus on strategic growth, especially
around empowering and enabling our organisers more
effectively. The increase in PR capacity in 2018 saw a
direct result in terms of coverage, with Heritage Open
Days among the top stories in several regional TV news
bulletins and a double-page spread in the Daily Mail – a
first for the festival.
Crucially, long-term support has provided the
opportunity to move beyond straightforward
delivery and look forward, developing a new five year
strategy which focuses on inclusivity, and increasing
our profile and impact. All of which is contributing to
a festival that offers more meaningful, interactive and
engaging experiences for visitors.

This long term investment has seen focal ‘hubs’
established across the length and breadth of
England, which has resulted in a great increase in
activity at these locations over the last four years:
Lowestoft:
1 event > 64

Chesham:
2 events > 24

Winchester:
8 events > 105

Liskeard:
6 events > 18

In 2016, ‘Treasure your Treasures’ was a response to
concerns about the threats to local heritage from
economic and planning pressures. In 2017, we explored
LGBTQ stories, and in 2018 we celebrated Extraordinary
Women. These last two themes were part of a major
innovation for Heritage Open Days, Unsung Stories,
which brings artists, local communities and people
together to source and share unfamiliar or little-known
stories and individuals.

‘The theme of Extraordinary Women
really took off here in Beverley. Within
48 hours we had allocated all 100
free tickets’ – Heritage Open Days
coordinator in Beverley

The Weston Museum in North Somerset is a wonderful family venue for
Heritage Open Days

Capacity

• Increased the number of workshops on offer to
organisers, with topics ranging from programming to
PR, social media and networking
• Expanded our marketing and promotional materials
• Consistently increased the quality and quantity of our
photography and video
• In 2018, we produced our first ever programming
pack for ‘Extraordinary Women’, offering guidance,
suggestions and support for unearthing local stories

Increasing our capacity and capability has enabled
Heritage Open Days to become increasingly
ambitious in highlighting particular themes and
issues.

14

over 5,500
events

2,046
organisers

49,000
volunteers!

14%

21%

24%

The National Trust and People’s Postcode Lottery: Impact report 2013 – 2018

*since 2015

We’ve seen strong increases in events, organisers and volunteers since 2015

The National Trust and People’s Postcode Lottery: Impact report 2013 – 2018
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Heritage Open Days 2015 – 2018

Enabled impact
Collaboration

Leverage

Social Impact

Heritage Open Days is built on collaboration, involving
thousands of organisers, volunteers and local heritage
organisations each year.

Support offered by players since 2015 has allowed us
to review our existing evaluation and develop a more
rigorous framework that will better serve our organisers
and increase the impact of our activity across a range of
metrics. Our overall approach is story-led, but underpinned
by robust data and extensive market research that has
been developed over a number of years in partnership with
external consultancy, Decision House.

Since 2015, we have engaged more than 12 million
people, with the number of volunteers increasing
year on year, reaching a record 49,000 in 2018. Our
organisers have directly benefited from increased
support, in the form of workshops, online materials
and guidance, with many local programmes growing
in both size and diversity.

Since 2015 we’ve formed a broad range of partnerships and
collaborations, including Natural England, RIBA, Historic
Houses, Scottish Civic Trust, Civic Voice and regional
organisations across the country. Our voice in the heritage
sector is growing louder, with an increased presence at
conferences, both in the UK and Europe. Unsung Stories
has opened the door for wider collaboration with artsbased organisations, as well as strengthened ties with local
organisers.
As part of the development of our five year strategy,
in late 2017 we began a currently ongoing brand
consultation with Hemingway Design to ensure we
remain relevant and engaging, and that our identity
continues to advance our objectives and profile.

Players have enabled us to create innovative public
programming and work with local communities to

In 2017, we expanded and revised the evaluation we do
with volunteers and organisers, enabling us to support
participants more effectively. It also informed the ongoing
revision of our support materials, workshops and our PR
and communications resource.

Our in-depth evaluation reveals the growing social,
health and economic benefits of the Heritage Open
Days festival. *2018 data.

In conjunction with Scottish Civic Trust/Doors Open
Days, we have secured an additional €10,000 funding
from Council of Europe/European Heritage Days looking
at enablers for more diverse participation in heritage and
Heritage Open Days.

74%

Developing new partnerships

16
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visitors lived locally

91%
gained appreciation
for their local area

79%

‘I was really proud to have
organised such a successful
event – it has given me
more confidence to run a
range of local events in the
future’
Organiser, Lister Steps

helped understand
others’ backgrounds

‘From Wivenhoe, With Love,’ one of the four LGTBQ arts projects delivered as part of Unsung Stories 2017 received
incredibly positive feedback. 64% of visitors said that the performance had changed their perception of Essex.

Exploring Albury Vineyard, Guildford during Heritage Open Days

Since 2015, players’ support
has grown the Heritage Open
Days team, enabling us to forge
new partnerships and become
a more respected player in the
heritage sector. Since 2015, we
have expanded the programme to
include natural heritage through
building links in the landscapes
and garden sector. This includes
involvement with the Capability
Brown Festival in 2016 and
partnering Natural England in 2017
to bring seven nature reserves
to the Heritage Open Days
programme. This opened the door
to further collaboration with the
Humphrey Repton Bicentenary in
2018, working together to create a
a multicultural family day for 600
people at Catton Park.

broaden our scope and appeal. In 2017, Unsung Stories
delivered four LGBTQ-focused arts interventions,
and the ripple effect saw 30 other LGBTQ events (in
comparison with three between 2012 and 2016). In
2018, with a longer lead-in time and more targeted
resources, our Extraordinary Women theme produced
over 500 events, and the focal artwork – non zero one’s
put her forward – secured some of our most high profile
and diverse media coverage. With players’ continued
support we will develop this concept further in 2019.

The National Trust and People’s Postcode Lottery: Impact report 2013 – 2018
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Land, Outdoors and Nature 2018

Land, Outdoors and Nature
Creating and restoring Priority Habitats for people and wildlife

Economic Impact

£45m+ boost
to economy*

The natural environment is at a critical point and Britain’s wildlife is in trouble. 60% of species have declined in the
UK over the last 50 years, habitats have been destroyed and over-worked soils have been washed out to sea.
As the nation’s biggest private landowner we want to play our part in addressing this dramatic decline. In line with
Professor Sir John Lawton’s recommendations in his 2010 Making Space for Nature report, the National Trust
has pledged to make our land bigger, better and more joined up for nature. We are working to create and restore
25,000 hectares of Priority Habitat by 2025.

*since 2015

12,020,000
visitors!
2015
4,855 events
1,684 organisers
39,608 volunteers

2016

5,293 events
2,073 organisers
40,800 volunteers

2017

5,588 events
2,131 organisers
46,400 volunteers

Players’ support in 2018 has enabled delivery of six nature projects focusing
on creating and restoring 223 hectares of Priority Habitats across England and
Wales, in addition to helping us to helping us to acquire 72 hectares of land at
the White Cliffs of Dover.

2018

5,517 events
2,046 organisers
49,000 volunteers

Getting into the ‘spirit’ with a cocktail making class at The Lost and Found, Knutsford,
demonstrating the draw of offering a more events-based programme

Held over two
weekends in
2018, Heritage
Open Days added
a staggering
£20million to
local economies,
almost double
that of 2017.
With a combined
estimated impact
of £45m+ since
players began
supporting the
festival in 2015,
there is no doubt
that Heritage
Open Days
delivers significant
economic benefit.

18
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Protecting and restoring
chalk grasslands at the
White Cliffs of Dover,
following players’ support
towards the acquisition of
land immediately behind the
cliff face in September 2017.

Creating lowland heath and
wood pastures in Exmoor
and Devon to give the High
Brown Fritillary, the UK’s
most endangered butterfly,
a fighting chance for the
future.

Restoring wildflower
meadows along the Durham
coast to help ground
nesting birds such as
skylarks and lapwings.

Woodland management,
hedgerow planting, pond
creation, building bat boxes
and installing infra-red
cameras to support bat
populations on the South
Downs.

Restoring grasslands and
wildflower meadows on
the coastal slopes of North
Pembrokeshire, helping
birds including the chough.

Planting native hornbeam,
oak, beech and field maple
trees at Woodside Green
near Hatfield Forest to
reinstate one of the largest
grazed commons in Essex.

The long-term nature of players’ support is extremely valuable and provides
us with ongoing inspiration and confidence to plan ahead for delivery. In 2018
we’ve begun working on a more strategic approach to future investment in
our Land, Outdoors and Nature programme, which will include support for our
new national Riverlands programme in 2019.
The National Trust and People’s Postcode Lottery: Impact report 2013 – 2018
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Land, Outdoors and Nature 2018

Direct impact

Capacity and capability

Leverage
On the coastal slopes of Pembrokeshire,
players’ support has enabled 2.7 miles (4.4
kilometres) of fencing, field and pedestrian
gates, plus water troughs to be installed
on National Trust land. We’ve been able to
reintroduce ponies to graze the land for the
first time in seven years, which will encourage
grasses and wildflowers to thrive again. The
post-knocker purchased enables Rangers to
install fence posts four times faster than if they
were doing it manually, whilst other equipment
purchased will help the team care for and move
around livestock, helping to secure the future
of conservation grazing on these coastal slopes
catalysed by players in 2018.

Increased capacity centrally has enabled us to begin
developing our impact reporting practice for projects
supported by players, including testing out effective
measures for each impact area. Learnings from 2018 will
inform how we shape our impact reporting on future
projects.

The incredible £100,000 awarded to our emergency
appeal to acquire new land at the White Cliffs of Dover
helped us to reach our £1million fundraising target,
securing this land and ensuring it will be protected in
perpetuity.

Players’ support
was instrumental
in leveraging an
additional £21,574
via the aggregates
levy scheme to
double the area of
wildflower meadow
restoration underway
on the Durham
Coast, providing an
even bigger area of
refuge and forage for
ground-nesting birds
such as skylarks and
lapwings.

Ponies grazing on the Pembrokeshire coast

Capacity and capability

Collaboration

Delivering key infrastructure improvements such
as gates and fencing, or purchasing expensive
equipment are often beyond the financial resources
of local properties. Players’ support in 2018 has
supported both the installation of infrastructure and
purchase of equipment, enabling us to introduce
conservation grazing, improve the efficiency of our land
management, explore new techniques and create new
habitats at several sites.

Creating habitats that are bigger, better and more
joined up for wildlife requires working both within
and beyond our boundaries. Collaboration has been
fundamental to success and we’ve worked with a
broad range of partner organisations, from national
organisations such as Natural England and the
Woodland Trust, to the Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park Authority and local groups including the Exmoor
Farmers’ Network.

This investment has provided the opportunity for many
of our regular staff and volunteers to do more, and will
enable our teams to manage these landscapes more
effectively both now and into the future, helping nature
to flourish and inspiring more of our visitors to support
our cause.

Project teams have worked hard to build relationships
locally with farmers, communities and partner
organisations, providing excellent opportunities to
raise awareness of players’ support. Ten National
Trust tenants and one commoner with grazing rights
at Hatfield Forest have been involved in our nature
projects in 2018.

Increasing our capacity centrally with a dedicated
part-time post has been instrumental in coordinating
delivery of such a broad range of projects.

‘As estate tenant farmers we have been fortunate enough to work closely with the National Trust on many
projects as well as share in the wildlife successes. The recent bat habitat enhancement work funded by
players of People’s Postcode Lottery takes this work a step further, particularly the introduction of ponds in
our naturally dry downland landscape.’
Paul and Madeleine Crawley, National Trust tenant farmers
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A skylark, one of the bird species which will be helped by the meadow restoration on the Durham Coast

‘The team have been super motivated
by the project and can’t wait to see the
benefits the project will bring to the
wildlife and visitors come spring/summer
next year… overwhelmingly the project
has been received well by most visitors
who understand the benefits it will bring
to the wildlife and have commented how
lovely it is to see the cows in the fields.’
Eric Wilton, General Manager at the
Durham Coast

Enabled impact
Environmental Impact
With players’ support in 2018 we have created and
restored 223 hectares of Priority Habitat across six
sites in England and Wales, ranging from rare maritime
magnesium limestone grassland, chalk grasslands and
wildflower meadows, to wood pasture and parkland,
lowland heath and coastal slopes.
The practical interventions delivered in 2018 are
already showing improvements to habitats in many
areas, and will deliver long-term impact and benefit
for people and wildlife. We’ll see the real ecological
impact of the work in 2018 over the next few years
and we look forward to sharing further news of how
these habitats are recovering.
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Land, Outdoors and Nature 2018
Priority Habitat improvements to create space for nature, delivered thanks to
players’ support, include:

Social Impact
At least 1 million people have visited the project
sites at which we have delivered nature conservation
with players’ support - from the coastal slopes of
Pembrokeshire, to the chalk grasslands of the White
Cliffs of Dover and the rare maritime magnesium
limestone grassland of the Durham Coast.

Making and installing 20 bat boxes with the help of volunteers.

Over 600 people have been engaged through
eight dedicated nature events, including a meadow
monitoring day by local school children, guided
walks and stalls at local events. These events have
promoted the work undertaken, given people an
opportunity to access and get involved with nature,
and raised awareness of players’ support. Engagement
will continue in 2019, for example through a series of
learning sessions for Brownie and Guide groups based
around the newly restored meadows on the Durham
coast.
Access improvements will encourage more visitors
to enjoy the project sites. At the White Cliffs of
Dover the new land acquisition has enabled a circular
walk to be created and players’ support has enabled
fencing and gates to be installed along the route. The
re-introduction of grazing on the coastal slopes in
Pembrokeshire will help keep the coast path clear for
visitors to enjoy as well as providing benefits for wildlife.

Planting 100 native trees - oak, hornbeam, beech and field maple - in
individual tree shelters to restore 20 hectares of wood pasture and parkland.

Installing 10 miles (16 kilometres) of fencing, 7 water troughs and 0.5
miles (1,000 metres) of water piping to enable the re-introduction of
conservation grazing across 110 hectares of National Trust land.

We’ve also engaged significant numbers of people
through a wide ranging programme of press and
communications activity, achieving extensive national
coverage for projects at Heddon Valley and the White

‘I pass by Woodside Green on a regular basis on
my way to the forest and have often thought how
sad it was that so many of the trees had gradually
disappeared over time…. this project will regenerate
the parkland and ensure that future generations
will be able to enjoy how the area was intended to
look - cattle standing under trees for shade, birds
flying around the treetops and people picnicking in
the dappled shade of spreading branches’
Peter Bevan, Visitor Experience Volunteer,
Hatfield Forest
Cliffs of Dover. This includes features in our magazine
for members and supporters (circulation of 2.4 million),
articles on project websites and activity on regional and
national social media channels.

Economic Impact
Vital equipment has improved our efficiency and will
benefit teams for many years to come. For example,
the ‘Botflail’ purchased with players’ support has
saved more than 1,500 hours of manual labour in the
Heddon Valley so far and is projected to save more
than 4,000 hours annually going forwards. This
innovative piece of equipment has been in full-time
use since September by the Heddon Valley team and
other nearby properties - from the Cornish border to
Somerset.

Creating and restoring nine ponds.

Planting 1.2 miles (2 kilometres) of new native hedgerow.

Transforming intensively managed farmland at the White Cliffs of Dover
through the creation of wide wildlife margins and uncultivated plots to
provide food and refuge for birds and insects. There are already reported
sightings of several Red-List species not seen in a long time, such as the redbacked shrike, and significant increases in nesting activity with a reported
tripling in the number of yellowhammers.

Children from Broad Haven school on a wildflower meadow monitoring day as part of the Reviving Pembrokeshire’s coastal slopes project
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Case studies – Heritage Open Days

Unsung Stories

People powered heritage!

Fostering creativity and innovation between artists and local
communities

Four years of committed support from players of
People’s Postcode Lottery has enabled Heritage Open
Days’ national office to devote increased time and
energy to ensuring that our annual festival remains
relevant, fresh and engaging.

In 2017, players’ Extra Award enabled us to pilot
Unsung Stories, a ground-breaking arts initiative which
partnered artists with local festival organisers to shine a
light on four tragic and beautiful personal histories from
the LGBTQ community. The momentum generated by
four bespoke projects was impressive, demonstrating
the power of innovative public programming to be more
inclusive, and reach new and more diverse audiences.
Beyond the work itself, our evaluation yielded many
inspiring statistics and anecdotes. Over 70% of
attendees for the focal piece in Wivenhoe stated that
it changed their perception of the county, while the
majority of the audience for the Holloway Road piece
said it revealed previously hidden LGBTQ aspects of
Joe Meek’s life and work. An audience member for the
Turing play commented ‘I will be aware of attitudes
to people’s sexuality and try to challenge prejudice. I
am glad my kids came to hear this. It has made us talk
about Turing’s story’.
In 2018, we applied learnings from the pilot and took
a different approach, delivering a single, national
commission which would have national impact and
local resonance. The theme, Extraordinary Women, was
inspired by the anniversary of the first women in the UK
being able to vote, but also championed all women who
have touched lives and made a difference at every scale.
The resulting commission, non zero one’s artwork, put

‘Unsung Stories has helped to re-position Heritage
Open Days as a dynamic commissioner of
innovative and evocative contemporary art, as well
as signalling our increasingly diverse focus and our
role as a platform for all histories, all stories. Most
importantly, these projects have revealed fascinating
aspects of local history, providing organisers and
audience with new insights into familiar places.’
Annie Reilly, Heritage Open Days Manager
her forward, received more than 200 public nominations
for living women who have positively impacted on those
around them.
Twenty-five women were selected to be 3-D modelled,
with pinpoint-accurate, foot-high statues revealed in
towns and cities around the country over the Heritage
Open Days weekend. Created as a response to the
miniscule number of female statues in England, put
her forward was both social statement and community
celebration – two of Heritage Open Days most integral
values.
Unsung Stories has fast become an integral part of
the festival, and we are keen that this aspirational and
transformative programme becomes part of our core
work.

In 2018, we built on the success of 2017’s focus on
LGBTQ histories, and created a theme of Extraordinary
Women. This encompassed both the Unsung Stories
project, put her forward and, for the first time, a
collection of creative initiatives around the theme to
inspire and engage organisers.
The response far exceeded our expectations. Over
500 Extraordinary Women events were held in
venues around the country, from talks and walks to
spoken-word events, interactive theatre and musical
performances. The widest possible range of women
were celebrated, from familiar names such as Beatrix
Potter and Gertrude Bell, to lesser-known women
such as anti-slavery campaigner Mary Anne Rawson
and ground-breaking geologist Inge Lehmann, who
discovered the Earth’s inner core.
Thanks to increased capacity in the national office, our
first-ever programming pack was created, including
guidance on how to create events, how to undertake
effective archival research, templates for period-themed
posters and suggestions for legacy and lasting impact.
The Extraordinary Women resources we offered were
downloaded 808 times.

This success, and the continued support of
players, enables us to develop the idea of thematic
programming further in 2019, with a focus on People
Power. As an annual festival, Heritage Open Days is
at its best when offering new, original events, and
the ability, at a national level, to guide and support
organisers is one of the most vital impacts of players’
support.

‘We made our way round the Square
stopping at buildings that had housed
notable women, mainly of the 19th
century. Our passionate guides gave a
great deal of detail about the personal
circumstances of the women featured,
who included a headmistress, servants
and wives of rich merchants. It was
social history at its best – thoroughly
enjoyable and informative, as well as
educational.’
Visitor to Winckley Square, Preston

Sheila Scott, co-founder of Shelter From The Storm, London’s free
homeless shelter, at the unveiling of her statue

Media Success

Park Hall Countryside Experience, Shropshire

put her forward garnered some of
Heritage Open Days’ widest and most
diverse press coverage. Featured in
The Times, Grazia and Diva magazine,
it was also the subject of two
interviews on national station Talk
Radio and featured in the evening
news bulletins on four regional
stations.
Each of the 25 high profile unveilings,
attended by local media, family,
friends and colleagues, included
screens with the Postcode Earth Trust
logo. One was even featured on a
Middle Eastern TV channel!
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Case studies – Land,
Outdoors
Nature
Case
study -and
Land

White Cliffs of Dover

High Brown Fritillary –
Heddon and Beyond

The flexible nature of players’ support enables us to be agile and respond to
unexpected opportunities.
In autumn 2017 we were able to direct £100,000 of our
2018 Regular Award to an emergency appeal to secure
the future of the White Cliffs of Dover for people and
for nature. Players’ support helped us raise £1million in
just six weeks, unlocking pledged match funding and
enabling the National Trust to acquire 72 hectares of
land immediately behind the clifftop, between South
Foreland Lighthouse and Langdon Cliffs.

‘My thanks to everyone who embraced the
campaign to protect this national icon. The
White Cliffs of Dover are a significant landmark
and it is so encouraging to know that they will
now be protected for future generations.’
Dame Vera Lynn

Aerial view of the White Cliffs of Dover including the
land acquired at Wanstone Farm

This land will be held in perpetuity: for ever, for
everyone, creating a lasting legacy for players’
wonderful investment.

Giving nature a helping hand
Since acquiring the land we have begun to restore
internationally important wildlife and plant habitats
such as chalk grassland, preserve Second Word War
features, and maintain access routes for visitors which
were in danger of being cut off by erosion. New fencing
and gates are enabling grazing for livestock and creating
new access for visitors, relieving the pressure on the
narrow coastal strip. Parts of the newly acquired land
have been re-seeded to help them revert to grassland
that supports a wide variety of plants and pollinators,
and a tenant farmer has left wildlife-friendly margins,
‘scrubby’ corners and uncultivated plots to enable
wildlife to thrive alongside the crops which are sown.
Early signs are hugely promising, with local nature
enthusiasts reporting increases in the numbers of
birds, bees and butterflies on a scale not seen for
20-30 years. Such improvement so soon is incredibly
exciting and bodes well for the change we are hoping
to see over a longer period.

Transforming habitat management in the Heddon Valley, North Devon

A media hit
The appeal and subsequent successful acquisition
were endorsed by national treasure Dame Vera Lynn,
and received incredible levels of positive national press
coverage in print and online. Film footage from Fiona
Phillips’ visit to the site in summer 2018 is now being
shown in the visitor centre on site and offers a virtual
tour of the landscape for visitors who are less mobile.

Old and new technologies working side by side: scrub clearance
with horses

A step change for nature
The Botflail at work cutting swathes through the bracken

Players’ support has been instrumental in delivering
a step-change in conditions for one of the UK’s rarest
butterflies – the High Brown Fritillary.
Once widespread, since the 1950s its numbers have
plummeted and Heddon Valley on Exmoor is home to
over 30% of the UK population and one of only four
sites where they thrive in good numbers.
The purchase of a ‘Botflail’- an innovative remote
controlled machine that cuts paths through scrub on
flat and steep slopes – has effected a transformational
shift in our land management. It will save an estimated
4,000 man hours annually (equivalent to over 530
days), enabling more time to be spent on other critical
conservation tasks that will benefit species such as the
Pearl bordered Fritillary and Heath Fritillary butterflies,
Nightjar and Dartford warbler. It also supports
wildflower regeneration on the woodland floor which is
great for pollinators, and encourages a greater diversity
of tree species, otherwise crowded out by holly.
Installing fencing and water troughs has paved the way
for the reintroduction of large animal grazing, helping
to provide a long term sustainable solution to managing
habitats on these sites.

An annual count for the butterfly in June 2018 indicated
that not only had the High Brown Fritillary appeared
slightly earlier than normal, but their numbers seemed
to be higher than expected.
National media quickly picked up on the story and it
received widespread coverage, including being featured
on Countryfile at the end of July, which is watched by
millions of people every week.
It is really wonderful to see the positive impact of
players’ support in just a few short months, as well as
a ripple effect amongst nearby properties and other
neighbouring landowners keen to borrow or trial the
equipment, extending its impact.

‘The butterfly seems to be having a very good year
with over 200 seen during the count. I’m confident
the good numbers are a result of excellent habitat
management and the introduction of the broad
swathes, created by using the Botflail.’
UK butterfly expert and National Trust volunteer,
Matthew Oates

Field margins on the acquisition at Wanstone Farm before (left) farmed right up to the edges and after (right)

A huge thank you to everyone at People’s Postcode Lottery and Postcode Earth Trust for
your support in helping us to protect the future of this iconic landscape and to give nature
the helping hand it so desperately needs.
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Theory of Change
2018 represented an exciting new chapter in our partnership with People’s Postcode Lottery: a substantially
increased award which combined support for Heritage Open Days and our Land, Outdoors and Nature programme
for the first time. Our Theory of Change relates to players’ support across these two very different strands of our
work which contribute to delivery of the core pillars of the National Trust’s ten year strategy, Playing Our Part.

The change we want to see
The National Trust was founded on the simple and enduring idea that people need historic, beautiful and natural
places. They offer us perspective, escape, relaxation and a sense of identity. The natural world also gives us fresh
air, clean water and clear seas. Today, these places are under greater threat than ever before, and people feel
disconnected from their history, their locality and their communities. We want to see:
• Britain’s precious buildings, landscapes and coastlines protected for ever, for everyone;
• More people engaged with, connected to and inspired to protect their local built, cultural and natural heritage
and culture;
• Heritage Open Days become an increasingly impactful, inclusive, dynamic and relevant festival of people sharing
their stories, building a sense of distinct and shared identities; and
• A healthier, more beautiful natural environment

‘The need of quiet, the need of air, and I believe the sight of sky and of things growing
seem human needs, common to all.’ Octavia Hill, Founder
With these key inputs
Support from players: long-term,
flexible and unrestricted funding,
which gives us the confidence to
plan ahead, take risks and test new
approaches.

We will

Develop and grow the Heritage
Open Days festival through
strengthening our Heritage Open
Days national office, empowering
our organisers and engaging new
audiences

Our ten year strategy Playing Our Part (2015-2025)

And guided by Heritage
Open Days’ five year strategy
(2018-2023) and the
recommendations of Professor
Sir John Lawton’s 2010 Making
Space for Nature report
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Create a healthier, more beautiful
natural environment through
implementing the recommendations
of the Lawton Report, delivering
practical conservation measures,
supporting staff and volunteers
to develop skills, and enabling
partnerships
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Resulting in

Direct impact

Enabled impact

on our organisational capacity,
capability and resource

delivering long-term benefit for people and
communities, nature and the environment

Increased investment
for Heritage Open Days
and Land, Outdoors and
Nature
• in staff and volunteers,
training, press and
comms capability,
equipment and
resources, will improve
the efficiency of our
services and enable
improved support

Becomes a more diverse and culturally
cohesive festival of people sharing their stories
Develops new partnerships, fostering
collaboration and meaningful engagement
with new and more diverse audiences
Heritage
Open Days

Connects people with their local heritage, culture
and communities through stories and places,
building a sense of distinct and shared identities

Empowering staff,
partners and Heritage
Open Days organisers/
volunteers

Testing new
and innovative
approaches to
delivery, through:
• creative public
programming,
events and
partnerships; and
• new and innovative
methods of land
management and
equipment
Ability to leverage
increased support and
funding

Increases its national profile through more
and more varied PR coverage and a stronger
voice in the Heritage sector

Enhances access to and experiences
of our outdoor places, ensuring that
everyone feels welcome
Increases engagement with and
connection to the natural world, inspiring
people to play their part in protecting it
Land,
Outdoors
and Nature
programme

Habitats on National Trust land will be bigger,
better and more joined up, with a greater
abundance of species. By 2025:
• 25,000 hectares of new habitat for wildlife
created and restored
• Wildlife friendly land management
implemented with at least 50% of our
farmland being nature-friendly allowing plants
and animals to thrive
Develops a stronger voice in the
environmental sector:
• being an advocate and champion for
a healthier, more beautiful natural
environment, and
• Working with neighbours and partners to
catalyse change across whole landscapes
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